
 

 

 

 
Crystal clear, artisanal made, 

Perth’s hand-cut, ice solution 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Specifications 

Below are our standard cuts with dimensions and prices. 

The templates shown can be used to gauge the fit, merely 

hold to your chosen glass and order away! 

 



 

 

Pack Sizes 

 

The Gem :  150 Gems per pack - $ 45 

The Small Rock :  50 Rocks per pack - $ 45 

The Big Rock :  50 Rocks per pack - $ 50 

The Small Stone :  50 Stones per pack - $ 50 

The Big Stone :  50 Stones per pack - $ 50 

The Spear :  30 Spears per pack - $ 30 

*For all orders email us at poke@rocked.net.au* 

 

Other info: 

• All prices are ex. GST 

• Orders must be received by COB Tuesday 

• Ice is sold in complete packs 

• Delivery occurs every Thursday 

• A small delivery fee of $20 applies 

 

Ice Stamps Available 

• $ 200 incl. shipping (7-10 days) 

• Express + $ 40 
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Safe Keeping Instructions 

Give your ice the endearment it deserves. Here’s some cool tips to 

keep it a cut above the rest. 

 

1. Clean those dirty mits, you’re handling food after all. 

2. Sweat it out before use. If you put these cubes straight into a 

drink the thermal shock will crack the ice and won’t look as 

good. Remove the ice from the freezer in time to allow the 

‘skin’ to melt, become “dewy” and slightly warm the cube, one 

or two minutes should suffice. 

3. Keep the ice in a freezer at all times until ready to be used. If 

you let them have a melting party outside the freezer they’ll 

stick together. This will aid in keeping the shape and clarity 

also. 

4. Keep it in the packaging we deliver in until it’s time to be used, 

ice can take on smells from around it. Don’t go making 

asparagus cocktails when you don’t want to. 

5. This product despite it’s good looks is actually quite dense and 

hard. Drinks on the rocks should be made first, a little dilution 

will be ok whilst you make the other drinks. 

6. Drop some liquid on the ice when serving to make the cube 

transparent and give your drink the full attention it deserves. 

7. Bottoms up and enjoy! 
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